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void fill systems - nuevopak™
Making void fill more efficient and sustainable

Call us: +44 (0) 113 242 6999

Email us: sales@hazel4d.com

For more info visit us at  www.hazel4d.com
ask for a demo today!

X-Fill™

Perfect for: Top fill, Block and brace, 
Protecting lightweight fragile goods

Perfect for: Cushioning, Bottom fill, Protecting 
heavy, impact-sensitive, high value goods

X-Pad+™

The latest technology in paper void fill & cushioning
The X-Series™ machines teamed with the X-Fold™ paper system challenges the current 
industry standard for paper packaging. The designs set new expectations in performance, 
flexibility, safety, affordability and sustainability.

Ask your consultant for a free pack cost analysis and drop test report.
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Nnuevopak™ paper void fill
Paper void fill machines

Description:

The compact design with adjustable angle of void fill delivery is 
easily set up, making the X-Series™  machines more ergonomic 
and user-friendly.

Nuevopak uses recycled paper as their main packaging material, 
in keeping with their company mission to stay sustainable.

The X-Series™ machines teamed with the innovative X-Fold™ 
paper are fast and seamless, designed to be spliced effortlessly 
between refills, creating a continuous feed. 

Product Specification:
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Specification X-Fill™ X-Pad+™

Description Small size, good for tight spaces.  
The design makes for easy system integration

The X-Pad+™ equipment size, weight, and 
footprint are half that of popular competitor 

systems, while the output remains standard size

Packaging material length Adjustable length, preset or on demand Adjustable length, preset or on demand

Speed Auto-cut mode speed 1.7m/s Adjustable speed of 0.2 - 0.9 m/s

Interface Touch screen Touch screen

Number of control modes 2 4

Paper Trays Single or multiple-stack Single or multiple -stack

Design features Auto-cut mode
Easy portable floor stand option.

Compact space saving design.
Adjustable pad width/density setting.

X-Pad+™ allows you to have different configurations:
The ergonomic design allows for the paper to be stored under or to the side of the table,  

giving the user more flexibility. Height and angle can also be adjusted to suit any work station.

Easy to repair
Modular design makes part 
repair or replacement easier

User-friendly
Ready Load™ design makes 
loading easier than ever

Efficient
Continuous feed 
saves reloading time

The ideal shock absorbing 
void fill for protecting 

your products.

High Performance 
Void Fill




